The tower mill was built between 1409 and 1419 following an
order of the Duke of Burgundy, at the beginning of the conflict between the
Armagnacs and Burgundians, a confrontation of the Hundred Years War. The
tower used to be a defense post for the Ladies Benedictine priory founded in
1056 in Marcigny by the abbot St. Hugh, the sixth abbot of Cluny. Later, the
tower hosted an oven and a mill used for the priory. Both activities have continued at least until the French Revolution, which has kept the building during
this period. Reconstructions are shown in the museum.
The tower became a house for the rural policeman and his family,
before being converted in a museum in 1913.

The tower is 24 meters high.
Because of an elevation of the road, the first
level of the tower is now buried and
became the level 0 of the museum. The base
of the walls is about 2.80m thick and the top
is about 1,30meters thick. The walls are
built with yellow limestones extracted in
the region (careers from Châteuneuf and
Anzy-le-Duc). The openings have been
expanded for the needs of recent uses of
the tower. We can see the traces of its
defensive role: loopholes and reconstruction of an arrow loophole.
The building decorated by sculptures was built later, in the 1930s, through
reinvestments of yellow limestones and
carved remains of the priory.

The front of the tower is
decorated with 200 bumps spread across its
top. Several hypotheses have been developed concerning their meaning.
The first one is a reference to the
military function of the tower; these
growths would ricochet the cannonballs.
The second one, the most relevant,
attributes a decorative function and/or a
symbolic representation of cannonballs. It
would mean that the power of Marcigny is
so strong that the buildings could stop the
cannonballs.
Another hypothesis would be a
representation of the sky and constellations.
A bump is itself covered in the upper part of
tail like the comets.
In the absence of a document
certifying the meaning of these bumps, we
can only provide hypotheses.

The timber
Th
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work
k dates from the
construction of the tower. High more than 13 meters,
it is built in chestnut wood, a wood rich in tannins
which makes it very strong. The timber work is composed of 48 rafters rely on four floors fully pegged.
The rafters are leaned on the central beam. This force
distribution ensures the balance of the timber work.
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The story of the Museum “Tour du Moulin”
begins in 1913. The first room is arranged on the
initiative of two local scholars: Jean-Baptiste Derost, a
printer and François Ginet-Donati, a painter, sculptor
and amateur archaeologist. Their aim is to reconstruct the history of Marcigny and make public their
findings.
The first collection of the Museum consists of
notes, texts, engravings collected by Jean Baptiste
Derost, architectural carved elements, archaeologica
items from local handicrafts and discovered by François Ginet-Donati.
An association, “The Friends of the Arts of
Marcigny and the Region”, founded in 1936, manages
the museum.

Quentin Ormezzano (1854-1900), an inhabitant of Marcigny, was passionated into Natural History. His family gave to the Museum a part of his collection of entomology (insects), fossil rocks and minerals. Thanks to many donors, this collection boasts
many copies from Brionnais and worldwide.
In this room are also showed prehistoric
relics which were discovered on the territory of the
town and the surroundings.
The adoption of a sedentary lifestyle has
allowed the development of a Gallo-Roman farm
whose owner had the name of Marcinius. The
current name of the town results from him.

In 1913, the founding members opened the
museum in this room. It is now dedicated to pieces of
decorative art connected with the history of Marcigny.
The apothecary comes from the hospital of
Marcigny. It’s consituated with 120 earthenwares
from Nevers.
The wallpapers portraying views of Italy and
published in the second half of the nineteenth century, used to decorate the walls of a town house which
is nowadays the City Hall.
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A wheel, from Iguerande, is here to remind of
the old mill. It’s surrounded by religious sculptures
and items of architecture dating from the Middle
Ages. Most of them are parts of religious buildings
which have been demolished during the French
Revolution.
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Thanks to the donation of Charles Damiron,
an art lover from the region, the museum moved on
to a new stage in the early 1950s. He gave a part of
his collection of French and European ceramics,
including majolica. Mostly because of this due, the
museum has been awarded "Musée de France" in
2002.
It’s through him that the Museum of Decorative Arts in Lyon lended some earthenware and
items to the museum.
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Most of the sculptures and sacred art
belonged to the private collection of Charles Damiron.
The painting of Ste.Raingarde is an original
proof of the life of the Benedictine ladies priory of
Marcigny.
Ste.Ursula and St.Joseph are from the chapel
of the Ursuline Convent of Marcigny.

http://tourdumoulin.wordpress.com

